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What lurks in the dark is not always a monster. Sometimes
it's your deepest desire. Trey Duncan's career as a Boston
cop has taken an unearthly turn. He's become embroiled in
an alien war being fought on his planet. Each battle they win
is a short-lived reprieve. As he helps his new vampire-like
friends save his own people, he can't help but become
emotionally involved, especially when it comes to the
disturbingly appealing Demi. A hybrid of human and alien, the
boy is both older and younger than he seems. To Trey, he
remains a temptation he must resist. Demi is a young man
caught between two species and cultures. While his fathers
have always kept a tight rein on him, he is starting to break
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away from their control. He knows what he wants, and from
the moment he set eyes on Trey, he knew that the cop was
the man for him. Since the last battle, he finally has hope that
Trey feels the same way. Biology forces both their hands, but
Trey and Demi are still worlds apart in what they see as their
future together. When their enemy's legacy comes back to
haunt them, it's up to them to lead the way.
A cold night turns unexpectedly hot. Ian Cabot has led a shy,
sheltered life ever since a plane accident killed his mother
and left him emotionally and physically scarred. His father's
marriage of convenience forces him into the magnetic orbit of
his soon-to-be cousin by marriage. The man who meets him
at the airport is just the kind of commanding man he hopes
will rid him of his virginity. Too bad anything between them is
out of bounds. James Reynolds has no time or patience for
his cousin's social-climbing marriage, and even less for taking
a detour to deal with the pampered son of her fiancé. As a
hard-working and dedicated family man, he agrees to pick Ian
up and get him to the wedding. The pretty college boy who
hides half his face is not what he is expecting and proves to
be disturbingly tempting. Whatever discipline Ian and James
have to keep their relationship strictly familial is tested by an
unseasonable blizzard and the sexual heat they can't ignore.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance
of a supernatural sort. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
What lurks in the dark is not always a monster.
Sometimes it's your deepest desire. A thousand years
ago, Alex captained an alien ship that crashed on Earth.
Stranded, he has tried to keep his men together while
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forging a new life. He's locked into a never-ending war
with mutinous crewmembers that makes unsuspecting
humans collateral damage. That humans mistake them
as vampires is all to the good. Humans are still not ready
to learn that aliens live among them. Alex has finally
found some peace running a private club, but the
memories of a human—loved and lost—keeps him alone.
Quinn Cooper was kicked out of his family when he
came out as gay. Having traveled to Boston, he takes a
job in Alex's club. His boss and the men around him are
large, scary and hard to ignore—as is his instant
attraction to Alex. Becoming involved with the boss is
always tricky. There's something about Alex, however,
that's too sexy and compelling to ignore. Knowing that
seducing the vulnerable and virginal Quinn is a bad idea,
Alex tries to keep his distance. He's also trying to protect
the boy and everyone else when the traitorous crew
once more stirs up trouble. Alex's and Quinn's growing
attraction leads Quinn closer to the frightening truth of
whose bed he shares, while putting him in unfathomable
harm's way. Alex has to find a path forward to end the
alien war for good or risk losing another love. Reader
advisory: This book contains scenes of non-consensual
sex and torture.
Alien Slave Masters: Part One The Captain's Pet When
a distant planet's ownership is in dispute, conquering
aliens turn defiant human males into pampered sex
slaves. In a not-too-distant future, a lopsided war has led
to aliens invading and occupying an Earth settlement.
Wid is a young colonist who has been caught harassing
the aliens. He and his friends are rounded up and sent to
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an alien warship patrolling the disputed space. His fate is
to serve as a sex slave for the ship's imposing captain.
Wid, at first, fights against his enslavement, but soon
learns that not only does he stand no chance against the
much larger and stronger captain, he isn't sure he even
wants to. Like all Travian males, Kell is bound by duty to
defend his people. Having risen to the rank of captain, he
nevertheless chafes against the boring and endless
patrol of the space invaded by the humans. His misses
his family and constantly guards against his scheming
first officer. He sees his reward of a human sex slave as
more of a nuisance. Yet the pretty, fair-haired human's
exotic allure is hard to resist. He finds far more pleasure
in the use of his pet than he would like. Kept naked and
leashed, Wid's days are filled with boredom, while his
nights wrapped in Kell's arms turn from fear into
pleasure. Even as the humans plot their escape, Wid
and Kell form a bond and their growing affection cannot
be ignored. When tensions boil over among the aliens,
Wid and his friends may be Kell and his crew's only
chance for survival. The Rebellious Pet When a distant
planet's ownership is in dispute, conquering aliens turn
defiant human males into pampered sex slaves. Forced
to be the sex slave of an alien warrior, perpetual bad
boy, Joel, finds himself tossed into the bed of a space
station commander who tests even Joel's cultivated
bravado. While he'd learned to survive an abusive father,
the Travian master proves to be a greater challenge.
Joel soon finds himself caught between the desperate
need to fight his captivity and the unnerving tug of
attraction he feels for his new master. Born to one of the
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lower castes of his people, Arath has worked his way up
to a coveted command. His drive for success has left him
isolated from his crew. He has no time or interest in
caring for the pesky human pet thrust upon him by his
superior. His duty allows him no other choice, so he
reluctantly takes what has been given to him. He is
surprised by how easily he is seduced by his pet's allure.
Joel and Arath dance around each other and their
growing attraction, until politics intrude and test their
tentative feelings. The stakes are suddenly raised, and
the choices they make may change the course of history
for both of their species. The Untamed Pet When a
distant planet's ownership is in dispute, conquering
aliens turn defiant human males into pampered sex
slaves. Stuart McKay, a young man always on the
sidelines of life, has been reinvented as Mac, the
beloved pet of an alien navigator. At first an unwilling
captive, he's now fallen hopelessly in love with his
master. Narith is Mac's perfect fantasy lover, so much so
that Mac does not hesitate to join him on a frightening
trip to the Travian home world. Narith is a brilliant young
officer from a lower caste family who has risen quickly up
the ranks. He's also climbed the social ladder by making
an advantageous mating. A tragedy has him hurrying
home to mend familial fences and fend off the predation
of another male. All the while, he tries to tamp down his
growing feelings for Mac, yet cannot bear to leave his pet
behind. Mac and Narith's relationship is tested by family
tensions and brought to the breaking point when Narith
reluctantly agrees to sh
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF LGBTQ+
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ROMANCE SAMANTHA CAYTO/b> The Rules of
Summer The hardest part of being a sub is giving your
heart and body to the right Dom. Master Ford is a
consummate Dom, always focused on giving a sub the
most important gift of all—safety. When a friend leaves a
sub in a dangerous situation, it is up to Ford to both
rescue and care for the boy. What starts as duty swiftly
turns to personal desire. Cody is new to the lifestyle,
trusting and in need of protection and control. When his
Master puts him in danger, he can only hope that the
Dom sent to save him is worthy of it. Ford has rules, and
one of them is no poaching on another Dom's sub. But
Cody is different. This boy needs to learn what it really
means to put oneself under another's control. Teaching
him that valuable lesson, while bringing them both
indescribable pleasure, becomes a temptation he cannot
resist.
When a distant planet's ownership is in dispute,
conquering aliens turn defiant human males into
pampered sex slaves. Stuart McKay, a young man
always on the sidelines of life, has been reinvented as
Mac, the beloved pet of an alien navigator. At first an
unwilling captive, he's now fallen hopelessly in love with
his master. Narith is Mac's perfect fantasy lover, so
much so that Mac does not hesitate to join him on a
frightening trip to the Travian home world. Narith is a
brilliant young officer from a lower caste family who has
risen quickly up the ranks. He's also climbed the social
ladder by making an advantageous mating. A tragedy
has him hurrying home to mend familial fences and fend
off the predation of another male. All the while, he tries to
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tamp down his growing feelings for Mac, yet cannot bear
to leave his pet behind. Mac and Narith's relationship is
tested by family tensions and brought to the breaking
point when Narith reluctantly agrees to share Mac with
another male. Mac is devastated by Narith's seemingly
cavalier treatment, while Narith is surprised to realize
he's jealous of another male claiming Mac's body. But
more than personal feelings seethe beneath the veneer
of domestic harmony and, as trouble bubbles to the
surface, the fate of Mac's and Narith's very lives is at
stake.
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, tenyear-old Annemarie learns how to be brave and
courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish friend
from the Nazis.
When a distant planet's ownership is in dispute,
conquering aliens turn defiant human males into
pampered sex slaves. Ben Miller has volunteered for a
near-suicide mission. He's been offered as a pet to a
vicious traitor in order to infiltrate the Travian rebellion.
His goal is to learn the identities of all the traitors so that
the Empire can end the murderous scheme for good.
Terrified but determined, he yields his freedom and
virginity to the coldly brutal, yet surprisingly appealing
Dane. Kath, banished from his family due to a stupid
indiscretion, has been given a chance at redemption.
While gathering intel on the rebellion, he is whisked
away by Dane for his personal pleasure. The unexpected
change gives him a chance to really make a difference,
so long as he can survive Dane's use of him and his own
growing desire for his master. Having spent most of his
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life bored on his mother's estate, Dane has found a way
to make his mark. Donning the mantle of a murderous
traitor, he seeks a way to bring down the rebellion. Using
the boys under his control is a necessary evil. The
pleasure he finds in them is both disturbing and
unexpected. Ben, Kath and Dane are hidden allies—if
they can just learn to trust one another and use their
growing affection for their common cause.
Traditional Chinese edition of Ways to Live Forever. This
eleven-year old boy with leukemia knows how to keep
his memory alive when he knows his time on earth is
limited. An ALA Notable Childrens Books in 2009, this
touching and inspiring story will help Sam live forever. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
What lurks in the dark is not always a monster. Sometimes
it's your deepest desire. Quiet and steadfast, Emil has
remade himself from botanist to chef. Taking care of people is
what he does best. He hates having to fight the war with
Dracul, but his loyalty to his captain forces him to do no less.
Unlike others of his species, he has formed no intimate bonds
and has no intention of doing so. That way lies sadness. He
takes his pleasure from feeding those he loves, content with
his destiny. That is until he runs into an abused boy who
needs more than a good meal. All turning eighteen means to
Jase is that now the man who he is forced to call Master can
abuse him publicly. A victim of sex trafficking, Jase only
knows one way of life-brutal submission to whichever man
claims him. When his Master joins Club Lux, it's more of the
same until he finds himself in the hands of its strange chef.
Circumstances force Emil into a new and frightening role and
Jase into the arms of a scary and unfathomable Master. Emil
is worse than any man—or so Jase thinks, when Emil's alien
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nature comes out. Jase wants to be a good slave and Emil
frets about saving Jase from himself. While they try to find
their way, a vicious crew member begins to terrorize Boston.
Now Emil fights on two fronts—the scariest being that he will
fail Jase.
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF LGBTQ ROMANCE,
SAMANTHA CAYTO Book nine in the Alien Blood Wars
series What lurks in the dark isn't always a monster.
Sometimes it's your deepest desire. After a thousand years of
fighting, the war between the alien factions is coming to a
conclusion. The outcome will determine the fate of the world.
And while Alex and Dracul fight for supremacy, Annika has
her own secret agenda. Craig Jefferson is a vice cop who has
been thrown into the surreal world where alien vampires are
locked in a struggle to dominate his planet. After witnessing
the massacre at Club Lux, he has thrown his lot in with Alex's
crew, determined to help save his species. His decision is
bolstered by his inexplicable attraction to one of Dracul's
victims. The shy, abused man is not his usual type, but
keeping him safe becomes Craig's mission. Alun survived
centuries of abuse, only to find himself a different kind of
captive. Being useful and staying on the sidelines is the only
way he knows. The re-emergence of his faith, as well as a
surprising attraction to an American cop, is giving him the
courage to break free of his past and his present. If only he
could save his son from Dracul, he would see a future for
himself once again. Craig and Alun are mere cogs in the
battle gearing up, but they are determined to play a role, even
as they tentatively explore a life together.
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&‘Undercover' by Lily Harlem When two alpha males collide,
sparks will fly. Samuel's job is to scrutinize the store's
customers and make sure everyone stays on the right side of
the law. One sexy guy in particular has him not only hot under
the collar, but filling his dreams and starring in his wildest
fantasies. Yet, he can't pluck up the courage to spark a
conversation and find out if those lingering looks mean what
he thinks they do. Until, that is, a misdemeanor occurs giving
him the chance to haul hot bloke into his office. The only
trouble is, Samuel soon realizes he's bitten off more than he
can chew. This man isn't going to take a reprimand lying
down, no matter how much attraction is fizzing between them.
There's only one thing for it and that's to allow the heat
between them to reach combustion point—even if it means
switching, pushing boundaries and bending the rules.
Undercover or not, burning desire and scorching lust can't be
ignored. &‘Never the Groom' by Samantha Cayto A cold
night turns unexpectedly hot. Ian Cabot has led a shy,
sheltered life ever since a plane accident killed his mother
and left him emotionally and physically scarred. His father's
marriage of convenience forces him into the magnetic orbit of
his soon-to-be cousin by marriage. The man who meets him
at the airport is just the kind of commanding man he hopes
will rid him of his virginity. Too bad anything between them is
out of bounds. James Reynolds has no time or patience for
his cousin's social-climbing marriage, and even less for taking
a detour to deal with the pampered son of her fiancé. As a
hard-working and dedicated family man, he agrees to pick Ian
up and get him to the wedding. The pretty college boy who
hides half his face is not what he is expecting and proves to
be disturbingly tempting. Whatever discipline Ian and James
have to keep their relationship strictly familial is tested by an
unseasonable blizzard and the sexual heat they can't ignore.
&‘The Soldier Next Door' by Brigham Vaughn Sometimes,
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love is right next door. All twenty-seven-year-old Travis
Schultz is supposed to do is keep an eye on the kid next door
for a few weeks while his parents are out of town. Eighteenyear-old Owen Wheeler has other plans. Newly graduated,
with plans to enlist in the Army, Owen wants to get laid before
he ships out and he's had a crush on Travis for years. The
age difference and the responsibility he's been entrusted with
make Travis hesitant, but the attraction is too much to deny.
When the casual one-night stand turns into something more,
Travis has no idea how to tell Owen how he feels. He misses
his opportunity before Owen leaves and is left at home with a
broken heart when Owen cuts off all contact. When they meet
again years later, Owen is in the midst of recovery from being
injured in the line of duty and Travis will have to decide if he
can forgive Owen and try again.
Alien Slave Masters: Part Two The Captive Pet When a
distant planet's ownership is in dispute, conquering aliens
turn defiant human males into pampered sex slaves. Frey
Bjorkson is an orphan from New World Colony Five. While
making a supply run, he's been captured by a Travian
privateer and kept as a pet. Brutalized, he fights to hold on to
his sanity and hope of escaping. His hopes are all but dashed
when his master loses him to another, scarier male. Having
lost his mate, Rone has given up his old military ambitions.
Instead, he's volunteered to pose as a privateer to root out
the arms suppliers of the traitorous males trying to overthrow
female rule. When he becomes the reluctant master to a
human pet, he has little patience for caring for the scared,
battered creature. That doesn't stop him from wanting the
boy, and, as he sets about claiming the human as his
property, he finds himself getting in deeper than he'd
intended. Not only does Rone prove to be kinder, he also
gives Frey his first experience with sexual pleasure. The way
Rone makes him feel, physically and emotionally, confuses
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Frey. He fights against his growing attraction even while he
struggles to learn just what his master's true agenda is. As
Rone infiltrates the dangerous world of privateers, he
reluctantly drags Frey in with him. He tells himself that he
needs the cover of being a brutal slave owner, but there is no
denying his growing need for the boy. As Rone's mission
heats up, the stakes are high, and the alien master and his
captive pet will have to work together to survive. The
Inconvenient Pet When a distant planet's ownership is in
dispute, conquering aliens turn defiant human males into
pampered sex slaves. Wen, a Travian cadet on his first
mission, stumbles upon a secret settlement of humans and
Travians on New World Colony Seven. Affable by nature, he's
still recovering emotionally from his traitorous lover's nearfatal beating. When faced with the terrible decision to put
himself back in the control of a powerful male, he chooses the
imposing human who raises both his fear and his interest.
Jonathan Dax is a first generation space child from New
World Colony One. Against his better judgment, he has
become the liaison for the settlement. He doesn't trust
Travians, including the fetching youth who kneels before him,
begging to become his &‘boy'. The idea of becoming
anyone's master is repugnant. He hates the way Travians
have claimed human boys as &‘pets' and is loath to mimic
their ways, yet, he cannot deny that Wen appeals to him. At
first, both Dax and Wen consider what they do in the privacy
of Dax's quarters a form of duty and no more. But the
intensity of the pleasure and the emotions they share are
impossible to ignore. They must each overcome their past
and prejudices to form a real bond. Within the bucolic
settlement, however, sinister forces are at work, and they
threaten to destroy Wen and Dax's budding relationship. The
Undercover Pet When a distant planet's ownership is in
dispute, conquering aliens turn defiant human males into
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pampered sex slaves. Ben Miller has volunteered for a nearsuicide mission. He's been offered as a pet to a vicious traitor
in order to infiltrate the Travian rebellion. His goal is to learn
the identities of all the traitors so that the Empire can end the
murderous scheme for good. Terrified but determined, he
yields his freedom and virginity to the coldly brutal, yet
surprisingly appealing Dane. Kath, banished from his family
due to a stupid indiscretion, has been given a chance at
redemption. While gathering intel on the rebellion, he is
whisked away by Dane for his personal pleasure. The
unexpected change
A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and
discovers a boy, her handicapped cousin and a mystery of a
locked garden.
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What lurks in the dark is not always a monster. Sometimes
it's your deepest desire. Long ago, Val made the decision to
stick by his captain against mutinous shipmates. He has
spent a millennium on Earth protecting humans as a matter of
honor. He also made the fatal mistake of falling in love with a
human boy who died trying to birth Val's son. He's sworn to
never open himself up to such pain and guilt again. Mackie
was forced to run away from his family to save himself from
their homophobia and abuse. He learned to live by his wits
and the sale of his body. He's reinvented himself as a brat
with a need to be dominated and tamed. He thought he'd
found the perfect man in Val, only to discover he had given
his heart to a vampire—one that pushed him away when an
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ancient, hidden war reignited. As Val and his cohorts battle
with their old crew members, he tries to keep Mackie at a
distance from the danger and his heart. But Mackie will not be
sidelined as either a soldier or a lover. He is waging a war of
his own to win Val back. The next chapter in the alien war is
heating up. A deadly drug is flooding Boston, threatening to
turn the city into a battleground. Val and the others need help,
and one bratty twink might be the best weapon they have. He
may also be the key to unlocking Val's heart and giving him
back the happiness he lost. Reader advisory: This book
contains scenes of drug use and sexual abuse.

When a distant planet's ownership is in dispute,
conquering aliens turn defiant human males into
pampered sex slaves. Frey Bjorkson is an orphan
from New World Colony Five. While making a supply
run, he's been captured by a Travian privateer and
kept as a pet. Brutalized, he fights to hold on to his
sanity and hope of escaping. His hopes are all but
dashed when his master loses him to another,
scarier male. Having lost his mate, Rone has given
up his old military ambitions. Instead, he's
volunteered to pose as a privateer to root out the
arms suppliers of the traitorous males trying to
overthrow female rule. When he becomes the
reluctant master to a human pet, he has little
patience for caring for the scared, battered creature.
That doesn't stop him from wanting the boy, and, as
he sets about claiming the human as his property, he
finds himself getting in deeper than he'd intended.
Not only does Rone prove to be kinder, he also gives
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Frey his first experience with sexual pleasure. The
way Rone makes him feel, physically and
emotionally, confuses Frey. He fights against his
growing attraction even while he struggles to learn
just what his master's true agenda is. As Rone
infiltrates the dangerous world of privateers, he
reluctantly drags Frey in with him. He tells himself
that he needs the cover of being a brutal slave
owner, but there is no denying his growing need for
the boy. As Rone's mission heats up, the stakes are
high, and the alien master and his captive pet will
have to work together to survive.
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF LGBTQ
ROMANCE, SAMANTHA CAYTO A page-turner
from beginning to end ~ Archaeolibrarian Samantha
Cayto is a guilty pleasure author for me. ~ Wicked
Reads 4 - Star Dance Malcolm MacLerie has long
made his home in the wild Highlands of Scotland.
When his captain asks for his help one last time,
however, he can't refuse. 5 - Mating Dance Trey
Duncan's career as a Boston cop has taken an
unearthly turn. He's become embroiled in an alien
war being fought on his planet. 6 - Healing Dance
Having survived brutal centuries as Dracul's slave,
Dafydd is pulling his life together. Trauma still affects
every aspect of his daily life, however, and he
struggles to cope with it in dangerous ways. He also
cannot quite shake the appeal of the human doctor
who saved his life. Shipwrecked aliens became the
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origin of vampire lore. Their physical power and
need for blood have long frightened and mesmerized
humans. Locked in a millennial battle, half the crew
is trying to help humanity while the other is trying to
enslave it. As the leaders of the two factions, neither
Alex nor Dracul will capitulate. Now the humans
have the ability to destroy Earth entirely. Alex must
end Dracul's quest for power once and for all or risk
the loss of their adopted planet. With the help of
human lovers and allies, the final battle is about to
begin.
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF GAY
ROMANCE, SAMANTHA CAYTO Alien Blood Wars:
Part One &– a box set What lurks in the dark is not
always a monster. Sometimes it's your deepest
desire. 1 - Blood Dance A thousand years ago, Alex
captained an alien ship that crashed on Earth.
Stranded, he has tried to keep his men together
while forging a new life. 2 - Dangerous Dance Long
ago, Val made the decision to stick by his captain
against mutinous shipmates. 3 - Slave Dance Quiet
and steadfast, Emil has remade himself from
botanist to chef. Taking care of people is what he
does best. Shipwrecked aliens became the origin of
vampire lore. Their physical power and need for
blood have long frightened and mesmerized
humans. Locked in a millennial battle, half the crew
is trying to help humanity while the other is trying to
enslave it. As the leaders of the two factions, neither
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Alex nor Dracul will capitulate. Now the humans
have the ability to destroy Earth entirely. Alex must
end Dracul's quest for power once and for all or risk
the loss of their adopted planet. With the help of
human lovers and allies, the final battle is about to
begin.
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
What lurks in the dark isn't always a monster.
Sometimes it's your deepest desire. Christos has
been called by his captain to give aid in the final
showdown with Dracul. Never comfortable living with
humans and hiding his true nature, he misses the
solitude of his mountain home. It's boring waiting for
Dracul to strike—that is, until he meets a sick,
homeless boy with soulful eyes and a need to be
helped. Having tried to live in the nine-to-five world
with no skills, Mateo has hit the streets once again,
turning tricks to stay warm and fed. While checking
out a new soup kitchen, he collapses from his
growing illness—right into the arms of a sexy alpha
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male who also reminds him of someone who
brutalized him in the past. Christos doesn't want the
responsibility for the care of a human, no matter how
alluring he is. And, with Dracul's unknown plans
taking everyone's attention, there is no time for any
distraction. But he can't stay away, and the trust this
vulnerable human shows him is humbling. It also
chips away at his resolve to stay alone. The final
battle is gearing up, however, and Christos and
Mateo are at ground zero. No matter how Christos
tries to keep his boy safe, the fate of the world rests
in both their hands.
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF GAY
ROMANCE, SAMANTHA CAYTO Book seven in the
Alien Blood Wars series What lurks in the dark is not
always a monster. Sometimes it's your deepest
desire. Willem is a good drone, a consummate pilot
and an obedient and deadly warrior. He has sat out
the war with Dracul for many years, raising the only
hybrid daughter among their kind. For years, he kept
that information from the others, but when Will
answered the call to arms, his secret came out. Yet
there is one more secret that could change Earth
forever. Because he is determined to both keep it
and help bring the war to an end, he will not risk
taking another lover. The problem is that he didn't
count on the irresistible temptation of the club's sous
chef. Damien's life has been hard. Coming out as
gay left him homeless and desperate. If not for the
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kindness of the strange Stelalux family, he would
have ended up living on the streets for years. He
loves being a chef and would do anything for the
family, now his friends. He didn't plan on falling for
one of them, however. The new and compelling
Willem tests his resolve to not get involved with any
man, and despite his best efforts, he finds himself
lured into the man's bed. With new trouble brewing,
Will has no choice except to turn to Damien for help.
The human is willing to put himself at risk, not only
out of gratitude, but also out his growing love for Will.
Traditional Chinese edition of Tower of Dawn
What lurks in the dark is not always a monster.
Sometimes it's your deepest desire. Malcolm
MacLerie has long made his home in the wild
Highlands of Scotland. Sick of the endless war with
Dracul and living with terrible guilt over the crash, he
seeks peace and quiet. When his captain asks for
his help one last time, however, he can't refuse.
Honor demands no less. His surveillance of Dracul's
castle turns into a rescue mission when a brutalized
boy runs right into his arms. Brenin has survived the
vicious life of being an alien's slave. His desperate
bid to escape leads him into yet another monster's
castle—or so he fears. The more time he spends with
Malcolm, the more he doubts his own worries. He
has to fight a pull toward this alien who wears a kilt
and fights with a sword. Malcolm isn't looking to get
attached to anyone, let alone a traumatized human,
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but Brenin's knowledge of the monster's lair makes
him invaluable and forces them to work together.
Duty turns to desire, despite his best intentions.
Even as they fight their growing attraction, they keep
getting in deeper.
?????????????????????,??????,?????????????????????????
????????,????????????????
??????????·??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????,???????????????????????????,??
?????????????????????
What lurks in the dark is not always a monster. Sometimes
it's your deepest desire. Having survived brutal centuries as
Dracul's slave, Dafydd is pulling his life together. He has
accepted his role as father to baby Idris and is determined to
raise this son without the evil influence of his alien blood.
Trauma still affects every aspect of his daily life, however,
and he struggles to cope with it in dangerous ways. He also
cannot quite shake the appeal of the human doctor who
saved his life. Ric began his journey with the aliens out of
medical curiosity. After his adventure in Wales, he can no
longer dismiss how it has become personal. He knows
Dafydd is not ready for any kind of relationship, but the lure of
courting him is something Ric cannot resist. When a new
problem crops up in the Boston crime world, the aliens are
forced to explore the possibility that it is more than humanbased. Their journey of discovery ropes in both Dafydd and
Ric, throwing them together and forcing them to face their
attraction and their demons. Malcolm is along for the ride with
Brenin, who, like Dafydd, is dealing with his own PTSD. The
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four of them must lean on each other to find a way past the
lasting damage visited on them by the monster.
????????????????????????·???????,???????·???,??????????
?????????????,??????,?????????,?????????????????????,??
??,????,?????????????,???????????????......?
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